THE NECK-RING GRAVE IN THE CEMETERY OF KLIN-YAR AND ITS PLACE IN THE HIERARCHY OF PRIVILEGED WOMEN’S BURIALS FROM THE GREAT MIGRATION PERIOD IN THE NORTH CAUCASUS
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This paper analyses the social rank of a privileged woman's burial containing a neck-ring and gold ornaments, investigated in the cemetery of Klin-Yar in the North Caucasus (Stavropol region, near the modern city of Kislovodsk). This rare neck-ring with the medallion featuring the inlay style, surely of 'high-status' nature, indicated the high social rank of its owner. Parallels to this neck-ring with inlay medallion occurred in the ‘princely’ grave of Bol’shoy Kamenets in the Middle Dnieper area, as well as in Wrocław-Rędzin in modern Poland (this find context remained obscure). The Klin-Yar burial is the only woman’s grave from the Great Migration Period in the central North Caucasus connectable to the supreme category of privileged graves.
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This article undertakes an attempt to determine the social rank of rich woman’s grave in the cemetery of Klin-Yar (Клин-Яр, Fig. 1; Stavropol region, Russian Federation). This grave, discovered by chance during construction works in 1983 (Fig. 2; Kuznecov 2000; Mastykova 2007), is distinguished by the neck-ring occurring amidst the grave goods, an extremely rare case for elite women's burials from the Great Migration Period (Loskotová 2012; Tejral 2011, 195–199).

It has been determined that archaic societies used personal attire as identifying symbol of the owner's social status. Moreover, written sources testify that, in ancient societies, attire of the deceased often corresponded to their social

1 See examples for the Roman and Byzantine Empires at Stout 1994.
2 Let us restrict ourselves to a single example: Moslem writer Ibn Fadlan, who personally witnessed in 922 A.D. the burial of a Rus’ leader on the Volga, stated that the Rus’ people buried the ‘poor’ by cremation in a small boat, though for the funeral of the ‘rich’ (also by boat cremation) they specially made burial cloths. According to Ibn Fadlan's personal observation, these cloths of a rich Rus’ person consisted of pants, shoes, a shirt, a brocade kaftan with gold buttons, and a hat with fur trimming. Specifically, they were put on just before the cremation to replace the cloths in which the person died. It is interesting that the slave girl, who was sacrificed during the funeral and was buried together with her master, preliminary took off her ornaments and gave them to the priestess who administered the funeral: there obviously was a clear differentiation of two buried persons by their attire, see Ibn Fadlan, Voyage, 61, 63.
position. Women’s costume of the North Caucasus population in the Great Migration Period is known basically from grave materials. However, the problem of social interpretation of the data acquired by burial archaeology is among the most complicated, since the correlation principles of ‘burial’ and actual hierarchy of ancient societies remains a matter of discussion (Brather 2006; Périn 1998; Steuer 1982; 1989). Therefore archaeologists often restrict themselves to making stratification of ancient burials following the level of grave goods wealth, refraining from attributing of determined strata to this or that social group. Especially difficult seems the classification of women’s graves since their hierarchy is usually not as pronounced as that of men’s graves (see e. g. Périn 1998, 173, 178), among the North Caucasus materials in particular (Korobov 2003, 282, 288).

Nevertheless, archaeologists can find out certain general regularities. Ethnographic parallels and historical data allow us to state that the funeral ritual, as social act, reflected the social structure in this and that way. For Early Mediaeval Europe, with archaeological data partly checkable by written sources, the burials of most noble persons, like graves of historically known kings and queens of the Franks, such as Childeric (Kazanski/Périn 1988; Périn/Kazanski 1996; Quast 2015) or Aregonde (Fleury/France-Lanord 1979; Périn 2005; 2009; 2012), contained most rich and prestigious grave goods.

Graves of men and women of high social status contained rare and prestigious artefacts, or insignia, indicating their owners’ status. Besides, architecture and location of elite graves clearly indicate their privileged situation.

This way, from all these accounts we have every reason to state that the funeral practice of Early Mediaeval Europe undoubtedly showed the connection between the buried person’s social status, wealth and prestige of his/her grave, and its location and architecture. In other words, the higher was the social status of the person buried in ‘barbarous’ Europe in the Great Migration Period, the richer and more varied were its grave goods.

The same phenomenon occurred in funeral antiquities of proto-historical pre-state societies of Northern Europe, where the wealth degree of grave goods (indicator NAT: Number of Artefact Types) was directly related to the occurrence of rare imported and valuable artefacts of precious metals in graves (Hedeager 1992, 120, 121). Naturally, as every generalizing, this conclusion requires clarifications and reservations. As an example, it has been observed that different wealth of grave goods could be related to different cultural traditions. The age of the dead should also be taken into account, since in traditional societies individual’s social position often depended on his/her age (Stauch 2008). This fact is documented, for example, for the case of the peoples of the North Caucasus in the 19th c. (Kaziev/Karpeev 2003; Lavrov 1982).

For the case of Merovingian materials, R. Christlein, using wealth and variety of grave goods as a social differentiation criterion, has determined three levels of graves, which general correlation is: Group ‘C’ to ‘elite’, Group ‘B’ to the ‘middle class’, and Group ‘A’ with the ‘poor’ (Christlein 1973). Although this system provoked some objections, particularly where it concerned particular interpretations (Brather 2006; Steuer 1982; 1989), it was successfully used not only for Germany, but also for other regions of the Merovingian Kingdom. Later on, Level ‘D’ was set

3 Thus, for example, the grave of King Childeric died in 481 or 482 A.D., contained the following ‘high-status’ goods: his personal signet-ring, Roman gold T-shaped brooch of a high-ranking official Childeric was the governor of province Belgica II, gold ‘royal’ bracelet with flaring ends, and sword with gold-plated hilt. The grave of Queen Aregonda also contained her personal gold signet-ring, which allowed to determine the name of the deceased (Die Franken 1996, 936–938, kat. VI. 2.10e).

4 Thus, the grave of King Childeric was most likely covered by a big mound, or there was free space with no other grave around it (Müller-Wille 1997, 248, fig. 3). The grave of Queen Aregonda was discovered in St Denis Church, where the royal family members and their retinue were buried (Fleury/France-Lanord 1979; Fleury/Leproux/Sandron 1996, 57–70).

5 For example, in Northern Gallia ‘rich’ grave goods except for privileged elite graves in churches, were not typical of urban population (Périn 1998). In Southern and Eastern Gallia, the same as in Italy, ‘rich’ grave goods were typical of Germanic cultural tradition. Burials corresponding to Roman funeral customs and often placed into expensive stone sarcophagi and mausoleums either did not contain parts of attire or were accompanied with a single symbolic artefact: a comb, a spindle whorl, or a buckle (Martin 1988).
out from the privileged graves of Group ‘C’ in the Merovingian zone to unite the above-described royal and ‘princely’ graves with ‘high-status’ grave goods (Périn 1998). Similar patterns have been developed for other regions of ‘barbaric’ Europe, such as the Danube area (Bierbrauer 1989) or Eastern Prussia (Kazanski/Mastykova/Skvortsov 2017).

Using European works as the background, I have tried to establish the hierarchy of North Caucasian women’s costume from the Great Migration Period (Mastykova 2009, 159–177). It is obviously understandable that the criteria developed for the Western European materials are not for mechanical application to the North Caucasian case, so one can only use their general principles. Moreover, the work with the North Caucasian materials uncovers that no general pattern is possible for the region, since the peoples living there were at different stages of social evolution and belonged to different cultural traditions. Finally, the social interpretation of women’s costume supposed is preliminary, at least as, first, the state of research of the North Caucasus materials is uneven, and, second, the quality of publication of this material is often low, which impedes its use in modern research.

The classification of women’s costume from the Central Ciscaucasia (the area between the Upper Kuban and the Upper Terek) by the wealth level considers primarily the presence or absence of metal attire fragments in graves. After them, it takes into consideration:
- metal value (gold, silver, or bronze alloy);
- frequency of appearance of artefacts in funeral context;
- rare imports and ‘high-status’ artefacts, or insignia;
- co-occurrence in twin burials with ‘rich’ and ‘poor’ man’s graves;
- in a few cases, topographic position of the grave within the cemetery.

In the beginning, it is important to note that the attempt of using data of the form, construction, and size of graves, and position of the dead body in the grave, does not give any result. Similarly, the materials of the cemeteries of Klin-Yar, Giliach (Гиляч) and Baital-Chapkan (Байтал-Чапкан) uncover that artificial skull deformation also was not a feature of hierarchy (Fig. 3). However, there is no total anthropological research of the 5th and 6th c. finds in the Central Ciscaucasia, therefore the determination of graves with deformed skulls depends on the opinion of archaeologists, who recorded only striking cases of deformation, perhaps not in every case.

For the region under study in general, applying the principles developed on the Western European materials both to the cases of men’s and women’s graves, I have set out, with account to wealth and variety of grave goods, the same three levels of burials, which are well known in the Western and Central Europe (Mastykova 2009, 171–177):

- **Level 1** (corresponding to R. Christlein’s Group ‘C’ or V. Bierbrauer’s Category 1) comprises women’s and men’s burials with most rich and varied grave goods, including gold artefacts, and/or ‘high-status’ prestigious artefacts, as well as rare imported items. Importantly, Level 1 of women’s graves divided into two categories based on the composition of grave goods: Category 1a and 1b.

  - **Category 1a** – comprises women’s graves containing, apart from gold, primarily ‘high-status’ grave goods. I will show hereafter that in the Central Ciscaucasia this category comprised only the necklace grave in the cemetery of Klin-Yar.

  - **Category 1b** – is women’s graves with gold grave goods and no ‘high-status’ artefacts. This category envelopes almost all the women’s burials discovered in the Central Ciscaucasia, since they did not contain international ‘high-status’ ware. The attire occurring there in most cases included gold U-shaped or polyhedral or wire earrings, gold hinged badges with inlays, most likely of Mediterranean origin, and gold, plausibly Byzantine, brooches and pendants (Mastykova 2009, 173, 174).

This Level 1 also includes men’s graves with gold grave goods and prestigious artefacts, primarily imported Byzantine swords (for them, see Kazanski 2001). It is difficult to understand if these swords indicated high status, similarly with such artefacts as gold belt and strap fittings originating

---

Footnote: 6 High value of this metal and its social importance in Late Antique and Early Mediaeval Europe are well visible from both archaeological and written sources. It has been noticed that the higher social level is of the grave, the more gold it contained.

Grave goods of royal and ‘princely’ graves contained both highly artistic gold ornaments featuring the cloisonné style and relatively simple bracelets of solid gold. Examples could be gold bracelets from princely graves of Apahida and Blučina, weighing 230.2 and 226.7 g respectively (Werner 1980, 5, pl. 5; Martin 1987, 218, pl. 4). For comparison, one can remember that, according to Procopius of Caesarea, in the age of Justinian I annual ‘bonus’ given to the soldiers from the emperor comprised single gold coin (Procope, Histoire secrète, XXIV. 28). Nominal weight of Late Roman gold solidus was 4.5 g (Werner 1980, 5). Weight of ‘official’s’ gold T-shaped brooches from the 4th and 5th c. donated by the emperor varied from 20.3 to 163.5 g (Werner 1980, pl. 1). These numbers allow one to imagine the high value of gold in the 5th and the first half of the 6th c. Gold was prestigious both in the Roman Empire and amidst the barbarians. Among the subjects of the ‘Song of Childebrand’ (8th c.), is how the German king awarded as a symbolic gift a gold bracelet made of the Roman coins, which he obtained from the king of the Huns (Kyhlberg 1986, 71).
from several graves at this Level. There are a few men's graves of Category 1а: Bylym-Kudinetovo (Былым-Кудинетово), Barrow 14; Bylym-Ozorukovo (Былым-Озоруково), relatable with Merovingian Group ‘D’, i.e. burials of ‘princely’ or ‘royal’ rank (Kazanski/Mastykova 2007, 188).

- **Level 2** (corresponding to R. Christlein’s Group ‘B’) comprises burials with ornaments of popular types of inexpensive coloured metals (bronze, rarely silver), in some cases of iron. Imported artefacts in these graves are mostly glass and stone beads. Women’s graves of this level correspond to nume-
rous men’s graves with knives or daggers, often accompanied with a belt or, rarely, footwear fittings, accidentally with other types of ‘folk’ (according to the terminology used by Western European, primarily Scandinavian, archaeologists) weapons, i.e. spears and arrows. A few men’s graves at this level contained swords and artefacts which rarely occurred in grave goods, such as metal cauldrons. Perhaps these cases uncover the upper social stratum of this level.

- **Level 3** (corresponding to R. Christlein’s Group ‘A’) comprises burials without metal costume fittings, of unclear chronology. They generally correspond to men’s graves without knives and belt fittings, with similarly poorly determinable chronology.

It should be taken into account that the general picture would knowingly be incomplete. It poorly would represent ‘poor’ graves since their chronology and therefore relation to the period in question are very problematic due to inexpressiveness and sometimes lack of grave goods. There were complete social groups probably not represented archaeologically, if their members were buried in a specific place (e.g. elite or priests), or were not buried at all (children younger than a certain age, slaves, etc.).

Correlation of the established levels with some social-and-class groups would be a difficult task, when it comes to North Caucasus populations known from written sources, as a rule, from later period. However, it is still possible to suppose that, similarly to everywhere in Europe, rare burials with rich grave goods of Level 1 corresponds to the highest social class; numerous burials with ‘common’ set of ornaments of Level 2 correspond to the ‘middle class’; and finally, burials of Level 3 belong to ‘inferior’ society members (some categories of children, socially-dependent individuals, marginal groups, etc.).

So then, let us return to the woman’s grave in the cemetery of Klin-Yar on the North Caucasus, the only in the central zone of the North Caucasus corresponding to Category 1a. The burial was made into a catacomb, with the dead woman laying on her right side, in a flexed position (Fig. 2); her skull keeps traces of artificial deformation (Fig. 3). The grave goods (Fig. 4–6) accompanying her comprised a neck-ring with medallion, a circular gilt bronze badge, brooches, pendants, belt and/or shoe fittings, bracelets, earrings, toilet artefacts (mirrors and tweezers), a circular bi-partite box, ceramic vessels, jewellery box remnants, a knife, and cake-shaped resin-like matter, that appeared to be opium (Kuznetsov 2000, 174–183). Two brooches discovered in the grave (Fig. 4: 3, 4) under study suggest the chronology from the Post-Hunnic Period, more precisely from the middle-second half of the 5th c. (Mastykova 2007). Let us point out that, apart from various silver and bronze artefacts, the burial contained a bracelet and earrings of gold (Fig. 4: 6; 5: 6), a circular gilt bronze badge with five insets of red garnet and inlays (of red and green glass; Fig. 4: 2), and also imported gilt belt fittings featuring the inlay style, obviously of Mediterranean origin (Fig. 5: 13; 6: 1, 2). Among these fittings there are end-pieces featuring four-petal decoration (Fig. 5: 13), typical of the goods of the Mediterranean tradition (cf. Arrhenius 1985, fig. 69; 103; 106; 108; 186; 189). Besides, the catacomb contained a chalcedonic bead of ellipsoid form (Fig. 6: 4). These beads formed a part of prestigious woman’s costume of prosperous population, being a social marker; in the second third of the 5th c., they also occurred in the ‘aristocratic’ costume on the Danube (Mastykova 2006). Finally, this grave, among the listed gold and prestigious imported ware, contained a bronze neck-ring (or head hoop?), plated with gold foil and decorated with a gold medallion decorated with plaque-à-jour style (Fig. 4: 1).

The ‘princely’ women’s attire of the European Barbaricum from the Great Migration Period almost never contained neck-rings, apart from the find in the woman’s grave in Levine-Kusá Hora, in modern Slovakia (Loskotová 2012; Tejral 2011, 195–199), and perhaps in Bol’shoi Kamenets (Большой Каменец), on the left bank of the Dnieper. However, in this period they were typical of the costume of military leaders (Matsulevich 1934, pl. IX). Admittedly, men’s torque-like neck-rings seem far simple: they were made of gold rods without polychrome decoration, similarly to the Klin-Yar neck-ring.

So far there are known only two parallels to the Klin-Yar neck-ring, both of the group of ‘princely’ finds from the Great Migration Period in the Eastern and Central Europe. The first is the gold neck-ring from Wroclaw-Rędzin in modern Poland (Fig. 7: 1), tentatively related to the final stage of the Przeworsk Culture in the Period D1 of the ‘barbarian’ timeline: 360/370–400/410 A.D. (Bursche/Kowalski/Rogalski 2017, cat. no. 40; Maczyńska 1999, 152, fig. 10: 1).

Although the find context in this case remains obscure, the making of the neck-ring of gold, which

---

7 Its portrait reconstruction has been made by Galina Lebedinskaia and Maria Mednikova. I am indebted to them for their kind permission to publish this reconstruction.
Fig. 4. Grave goods from the 1983 burial in the cemetery of Klin-Yar (according to Kuznetsov 2000, fig. 18).
Fig. 5. Grave goods from the 1983 burial in the cemetery of Klin-Yar (according to Kuzneov 2000, fig. 19).
Fig. 6. Grave goods from the 1983 burial in the cemetery of Klin-Yar (according to Kuznev 2000, fig. 20). Scale: a – 1–20, 24; b – 21–23.
was generally rare in the modern Poland territory in the Great Migration period, gives reasons to interpret this find as ‘princely’. Another gold neck-ring featuring the medallion of plique-à-jour inlay style (Fig. 7: 2) was found in a ‘princely’, perhaps woman’s, grave in Bol’shoi Kamenets, which contained a set of supplementary gold ornaments from the Hunnic Period (Kazanski/Mastykova 2016, 86, 87). A parallel to the decoration of the medallion of the neck-rig from Bol’shoi Kamenets could be the medallion found in the cemetery of Luchistoe (Лучистое) in the Crimea, also dated to the Hunnic Period (Aibabin/Hairedinova 1998, fig. 13: 10). Additional ornaments of gold chains, accompanying the Bol’shoi Kamenets neck-ring, are typical of the 5th c. ‘princely’ burials, such as Untersiebenbrunn, Airan, Hochfelden, Kluj-Someșeni, and Apahida (see examples at L’Or des princes barbares 2000).

The gilt neck-ring from the woman’s grave in the cemetery of Klin-Yar has an oval gold medallion featuring the inlay style with geometric patterns (Fig. 4: 1). This medallion, similarly to the medallion in the neck-ring from Bol’shoi Kamenets, belongs to the group of artefacts of the Late Roman tradition (Fig. 8), of the so-called N. Adams’ Style B (Adams 2000, 29, 55, fig. 2). Perhaps these ornaments (and plausibly also the neck-ring from Wrocław-Rędzin) were made in the same Mediterranean or Near Eastern workshop to reflect common Mediterranean fashion.

Fig. 7. Parallels to the neck-ring from the cemetery of Klin-Yar. 1 – Wrocław-Rędzin; 2 – Bol’shoi Kamenets, 1918–1927 burial. 1 – according to Bursche/Kowalski/Rogalski 2017, cat. no. 40; 2 – according to Matsulevich 1934, pl. IX).

8 However, similar are ornamental motifs on Sasanian ware, and ornaments from the Transcaucasia and Central Asia (Fig. 8: 1–3; Adams 2000, pl. V: 1, 3, 5, 7; XII: 3, 4).
According to iconographic data from the Late Roman and Early Byzantine Periods, women’s neck-rings, particularly those with medallions, often appeared in the Eastern Mediterranean (see the portrait of a woman from Antinoe in Egypt, as well as images on Coptic textiles – *Rutschowscaya 1990*, 49, 51, 77, 85).

Neck-rings with rounded inlay medallions were known among the Germanic antiquities in Central and Northern Europe already in the Late Roman Period. We can remember such ‘princely’ finds as Cejkov in Slovakia (*Beninger 1931*, pl. 8: 2h), Doro­towo in Polish Pomerania (*La Baume 1934*, pl. 64: k), and Râvlunda in Sweden (*Andersson 1993*, no. 965; fig. 60; *1995*, 88, fig. 60, 61; *Arrhenius 1985*, fig. 89).

They could be the prototypes for the neck-rings from the Great Migration Period.

The rare neck-ring with a medallion featuring inlay style from the woman’s burial in Klin-Yar obviously had ‘high-status’ nature, indicating its owner’s advanced social rank. It is quite probable that the neck-ring in the given context bore the same symbolic function as, for example, the diadem of Empress Theodora, the precious shoulder ornament being a part of imperial insignia. According to the proposed gradation of the North Caucasus women’s costume and the composition of the grave goods, the burial in the cemetery of Klin-Yar relates to Category 1а at Level 1, i. e. the group of burials containing gold and ‘high-status’ grave goods.

There is no doubt that the Klin-Yar burial did not contain so many precious artefacts and insignia as royal graves in Tourmal, Blučina, or Apahida. The Klin-Yar grave certainly belonged to a lower rank. The neck-ring discovered there was made, but its gold medallion, of bronze plated with gold foil to be rather an imitation of expensive high-status artefact. However, this grave should be analysed against the background of the definite funeral context of the Northern Caucasus, which generally was more modest than Roman-Germanic Western and Central Europe. Considering the local background, there would be no doubt concerning the privileged nature of the grave in question. It is also important that this grave was uncovered in the cemetery in Piatigor’e area, where a centre of power of North Caucasus Alans in the 5th and 6th c. has been supposed, and the site itself, comprising the cemetery and a fortified settlement located nearby, possesses an especially important place there (*Korobov 2017*, 296, 297).

In conclusion, it is important to underline that the fashion of high social classes of the Eastern Roman Empire made a decisive impact on the shaping of the culture of barbarian aristocracy in the North Caucasus in the 5th and 6th c. (*Kazanski/Mastykova 1999; 2007; Mastykova 2009*, 122, 123). The influence of this fashion occurs in the attire of noble woman buried in Klin-Yar, as indicated by such elements of her costume as the above-mentioned gilt belt fittings featuring the Mediterranean inlay style (Fig. 5: 13; 6: 1, 2), two brooches having Mediterranean prototypes (Fig. 4: 3, 4; *Mastykova 2009*, 37), and circular metal bi-partite box typical of women’s costume of Mediterranean tradition (Fig. 5: 11; *Mastykova 2009*, 87; *Vida 1995*). Rich attire from the privileged woman’s grave in Klin-Yar should be analysed within the context of the Mediterranean fashion. It has already been stated that all the conclusions made above were nothing but preliminary. The place of the Klin-Yar grave in the social hierarchy of the North Caucasus burials will possibly be clarified following the publication of all the archaeological materials obtained by that moment.

![Fig. 8. Artefacts with inlays featuring Style B (according to Adams 2000). 1 – Hatra (Iraq); 2 – Shamsi (Kirghizia); 3 – Armaziskhevi (Georgia); 4 – Simuleul Silvaniei (Romania; according to Mastykova 2007, fig. 10).](image-url)
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Hrob s nákřníkom na pohrebisku Klin-Jar a jeho miesto v hierarchii hrobov privilegovaných žien v období sťahovania národov na Severnom Kaukaze

Anna Mastykova

SÚHRN

Cieľom príspevku je určiť spoločenské postavenie hrobu bohatéj ženy na pohrebisku Klin-Jar (oblasť Stavropol, Ruská federácia; obr. 1–6). Tento hrob, objavený náhodou počas stavebných prác, je výnimkový vďaka nákřníku, ktorý sa našiel v hrobovej výbave, čo je ex- trémne zriedkavý prípad medzi hrobi ženskej elity z obdobia sťahovania národov. Uplatnením princípov vypracovaných na základe západoeurópských materiálov sú pre skúmaný región vyčlenené tri rôzne úrovne hrobov:

• **Úroveň 1** zahŕňa hroby s najbohatšou a najvariatibilnejšou hrobovou výbavou, ktorá obsahovala zlaté predmety, resp. prestížne artefakty súvisiace s „vysokým postavením“, ako aj vzácné importované predmety. Dôležité je, že táto úroven ženských hrobov sa na základe zloženia hrobovej výbavy delí na dve kategórie: kategóriu 1a a 1b. Kategória 1a zahŕňa ženské hroby, ktoré okrem zlata obsahovali najmä predmety prislúchajúce vysokejmu spoločenskému postaveniu. Kategóriu 1b tvoria ženské hroby so zlatými predmetmi, avšak bez predmetov náležiacich kategórii 1a. Ženský hrob na pohrebisku Klin-Jar je jediný v centrálnej zóne Severného Kaukazu, zodpovedá vyčlenenej kategórii 1a.

• **Úroveň 2** zahŕňa hroby s ozdobami populárnych typov, vyrobenými z lacných farebných kovov (bronz, zriedka striebro), v niektorých prípadoch zo železa. Ženské hroby, ktoré okrem zlata obsahovali najmä predmety prislúchajúce vysokému spoločenskému postaveniu.

• **Úroveň 3** zahŕňa hroby neurčitého datovania a bez kovových súčastí odevu.

Pokiaľ ide o obyvateľstvo Severného Kaukazu známe z písomných zdrojov spravila z neskoršieho obdobia, určitá súvislosť stanovených úrovней s niektorými spoločenskými triedami by bola náročná úloha. Stále je však možné predpokladať, že podobne ako kdekoľvek v Európe, vzácné hroby s bohatou výbavou úrovne 1 zodpovedajú vysšímu spoločenskému vrstve, početné hroby s „bežným“ súborom ozdôb úrovne 2 zodpovedajú strednej triede a napokon, hroby úrovne 3 patria nižšie postaveným členom spoločnosti (niektorým kategóriám detí, sociálne odkazaným jedincom, marginálnym skupinám a pod.). Ženský hrob na pohrebisku Klin-Jar je jediný v centrálnom zóne Severného Kaukazu, zodpovedá vyčlenenej kategórii 1a.
